Term 2 : Meso America

Meso America

How do people live in a rainforest?

-I can describe events from the past using dates when things happened.
-I can use the correct geographical words to describe a place.
-I can use an atlas by using the index to find places.

Animals
Fabric
collage

PSHE : Celebrating difference
-Families
-Family Conflict
-Witness and feelings -Witness and solutions
-Words that harm -Celebrating difference

RE
Christmas
Has Christmas lost its true meaning?

French
Classroom instructions

Music :
Ho, ho, ho!
A Christmas song

ICT
We are bug fixers
Finding and correcting bugs in programs.

General Knowledge
The climate of the world.

Poetry
Fireworks

Fiction
Jesus’ Christmas Party
Snowman

Fractions, Decimals, Ratios and Percentages:
-Units fractions (1/4 1/3 etc).
-Understand fractions are part of a whole.

Geometry:
-Make and model 3D shapes. -Recognise 3D
shapes in different orientations.

French
& Music

DT
-I can choose a textile for both its suitability
and its appearance.

PSHE &
RE

Animals, including humans
-I can identify that animals, including humans, need the right types and amount of nutrition, and
that they cannot make their own food; they get nutrition from what they eat
-I can identify that humans and some other animals have skeletons and muscles for support,
protection and movement.
Art
-I can use different grades of pencil to shade
and to show different tones and textures.
-I can create a background using a wash

Crosscurricular
Numicon

Literacy
Maths

-I can describe events from the past using dates when things happened.
-I can use a timeline within a specific period of history to set out the order that things may have happened.

-I can name a number of countries in the northern hemisphere.
Plus knowledge & skills covered in GK sessions

ICT &
GK

Jigsaw

Art &
DT

Science

Geog

History Paragon
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Measures:
-Know the number of days in each month, year
and leap year.
-Tell the time from an analogue clock. Compare lengths.

